Joint Utilities Issues List for November 30, 2016 IPWG

Items coming out of ITWG anti-islanding work
· Update SIR contract to address Insurance and Liability provisions
· Determine how to address cost sharing of upgrades if DTT is required at a later time
· Need to develop documentation that recognizes the negative system impacts/impacts to broader customer base of implementing alternatives to DTT including:
  • Power quality (instantaneous reclose) and subsequent reliability impact by reduction in fuse saving
  • Potential reliability impacts of implementing reclose blocking schemes
  • Limitations on increased deployment of distribution automation, at least in the short to mid-term before DMS’ are fully operational

Additional items
· Interconnection process for borderline customers
  • Need for near real time metering for larger scale (greater than 200kW) PV systems in order to fully realize the benefits of these systems from an operational and planning perspective
· Coordination with projects that are going through the NYISO SGIA interconnection process. (We have at least two PV projects that are going through the NYISO process that are interconnecting to the distribution system on the same circuits that we have projects going through the SIR)